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The Quality Movement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Quality movement officially began in the wake of WWII in Japan.The industrial capacity of the nation of Japan was devastated (raised, leveled, nothing left)W. Edwards Deming traveled to post-war Japan and introduced Statistical Quality Control. His work was largely ignored until the 1950’s when Japan rebuilt its industries. Japan then entered what is  now known as the “post-war economic miracle.”Out of the ashes of WWII, Japan embraced the Quality Movement and became a world leader in manufacturing.



• Quality 
• [Merriam-Webster, 2015]

• Good or bad => A characteristic or feature – A distinctive attribute
• A high level of excellence
• The standard of something

• [Business Dictionary, 2015]
• A measure of excellence => free from defects
• A consistent production => meeting customer’s requirements

The Big “Q”

-- The big “Q” (quality)   -- Quality indicators   -- Critical to quality (CTQ)   -- Cost of quality    -- Building your quality toolkit

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The standard of something as measured against other things of a similar kind; the degree of excellence or somethingA distinctive attribute or characteristic possessed by someone or somethingA measure of excellence or state of being free from defects, deficiencies and significant variations. It is brought about by strict and consistent commitment to certain standards that achieve uniformity of a product in order to satisfy specific customer or user requirements.



• Healthcare (PPACA ties reimbursement to QI)
• Prevention (prevent hospitalization or complication)
• Inpatient (mortality, utilization, volume of procedures)
• Safety (falls, adverse events)

• Manufacturing (SMART goals) 
• Customer (On-time delivery, cycle time, changeovers)
• Quality (Yield, rejects/returns, supplier’s product)
• Efficiency (throughput, capacity utilization)

Quality Indicators
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SMART => specific, measurable, actionable, realistic, time-based)1. On-Time Delivery to Commit – This metric is the percentage of time that manufacturing delivers a completed product on the schedule that was committed to customers.2. Manufacturing Cycle Time –  Measures the speed or time it takes for manufacturing to produce a given product from the time the order is released to production, to finished goods.3. Time to Make Changeovers – Measures the speed or time it takes to switch a manufacturing line or plant from making one product over to making a different product.Improving Quality4. Yield – Indicates a percentage of products that are manufactured correctly and to specifications the first time through the manufacturing process without scrap or rework.5. Customer Rejects/Return Material Authorizations/Returns – A measure of how many times customers reject products or request returns of products based on receipt of a bad or out of specification product.6. Supplier’s Quality Incoming – A measure of the percentage of good quality materials coming into the manufacturing process from a given supplier.



• Worst car in history
• Huge lessons learned

The Edsel
(1958-1960)
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• The “E-car”
• Huge marketting buildup – failed product

The Edsel
(1958-1960)
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• Post WWII – good economy
• Promotion = better car
• Only 2 price tiers in Ford

The Edsel
Critical to Quality 
(Ford Executives)

• Cadillac

• Buick

• Oldsmobile
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Back in 1956, Ford Motor Company realized that there was a void in their selections of mid-size automobiles.  General Motors could keep Chevrolet owners in their fold by offering a path of advancement to Pontiac, Oldsmobile, Buick and Cadillac, while the Plymouth owner could move up to Dodge, De Soto, Chrysler and Imperial.  But Ford buyers were looking at Mercury, Lincoln and Continental. The perception was that Ford was losing customers to other manufacturers when the time came to trade-up.  They needed a new car line between Ford and Mercury to compete on a level playing field. 



• Innovation

• Distinctive style

• Full-size

• Create mid-size channel

The Edsel
Quality (from Execs)

• Automatic, and Teletouch!

• Fancy trim, big grille (defects)

• Used existing 116-124” platforms

• Established Edsel-only dealers
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ford rushed to meet its self-imposed reveal date.Ford skimped on quality – many cars shipped with known defects and missing partsFord focused on flooding the market with the high-end Corsair 1958 Edsel Innovations    Floating speedometer that glows when a pre-set speed limit is exceeded    Transmission locks in park until ignition key turned (new with Edsel - still used today)    Top portion of seats slant forward to provide shoulder support    Triple-thermostat cooling system (head/block/radiator) during warm-up for increased fuel economy & heater performance (E-475 engine)    Front-mounted distributor, coil, fuel pump, oil filter dipstick for easy access.    Hood hinged in the front for safety (Although this somewhat limits access to the aforementioned distributor, etc!)    Hood release controlled electronically, from inside the car.    The front seats were split 60/40 for better driver comfort.    Promoted Self-Adjusting brakes as a safe and convenient method of compensating for normal brake lining wear.  This mechanism has been used in drum brake systems ever since.    (They were not, however, an Edsel invention as is commonly thought.  The same basic design was introduced on the 1948 Studebaker.)    A HUGE array of bells and whistles available as options!



• Innovation

• Distinctive style

• Full-size

• Create mid-size channel

The Edsel
Quality (Customer)

• Automatic

• Understated

• Economical

• No interest in mid-size – focused 
on Sputnik

AMC Rambler

Studebaker Lark

Voice of Executive Voice of Customer
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sputnik launched Oct 4, 1957 – caused huge panic. Americans shifted focus from an “internal, ego-centric” mode to an “external, build a big defense for the nation” mode.1957 ToyopetThere was a combination of other factors that led to the name "Edsel" becoming synonymous with "failure" - By the time the first Edsel hit the showroom, the country was in a recession.  (For comparison, 1958 DeSoto sales were down 54% from 1957. Buick was down 33%, Mercury 48%, Oldsmobile 18%, Dodge 47%, Pontiac 28%..  probably the worst year since World War II to unveil a new car line!)  Car-buying habits had turned toward smaller and more fuel efficient cars.  Edsel's styling was radical, and not to everyone's liking.  On the assembly line, Edsel was run between Fords or Mercury's, causing the assembler to have to interrupt his routine and sometimes forget to install some parts.  The Edsel also suffered from parts that wouldn't fit together correctly.   Because of problems with suppliers, many of the early cars arrived at the dealerships with parts missing.  Many dealers were poorly equipped to replace the parts or add on accessories.  Ford Vice President Robert McNamara offered little support to the Edsel Division.  The Edsel was more expensive than other comparable cars, and the price of the loaded, top-of-the-line models that were first on the showroom floor scared many buyers.  There was no owner loyalty to count on.  And, finally, it had a funny name. 



• Break-even for design, retool, marketing, etc = 200,000

• Ford only sold 63,110

• $300 million loss (1960) => $2 billion (today)

The Edsel
Missed mark

AMC Rambler

Studebaker Lark
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Sputnik launched Oct 4, 1957 – caused huge panic. Americans shifted focus from an “internal, ego-centric” mode to an “external, build a big defense for the nation” mode.
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Presentation Notes
The standard of something as measured against other things of a similar kind; the degree of excellence or somethingA distinctive attribute or characteristic possessed by someone or somethingA measure of excellence or state of being free from defects, deficiencies and significant variations. It is brought about by strict and consistent commitment to certain standards that achieve uniformity of a product in order to satisfy specific customer or user requirements.



• Critical to Quality (CTQ)  executives  Customer
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CTQ Defined by 
Customer



• Collect CTQ
• Perform Quality Function Deployment (QFD)
• Directly link the CTQ to manufacturing / service units
• Rank-order the units – which ones will cause a failure-to-meet expectations?
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CTQ  Functions



• $1 to prevent the error 
• $10 to fix after production
• $100 to repair customer 

perceptions

• Average cost is 15% of 
sales

• Reduce error = reduction 
in CoQ
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Cost of Quality



• In medicine, CoQ can be 
quite high

• Average malpractice (gross 
negligence) incident can cost 
$160K

• *N.B. Leaving foreign object in 
a surgery patient is a Sentinel 
Event
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Cost of Quality



• Greater levels of error 
consume resources to correct 
and assuage customer unrest

• Maturity of the company and 
the industry often dictate 
what level of quality can be 
afforded
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Cost of Quality



• Acceptable rates of error vary 
by industry

• Benchmarks are typically used

• Reduction of error yields 
greater profitability

• Therefore, your boss wants 
someone to lead quality 
efforts – it might as well be you
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Cost of Quality



• Quality certifications
• Yellow Belt
• Green Belt
• Black Belt
• Master Black Belt

• Organizations
• ASQ (old standard)
• CPHQ
• QCAlliance
• ABQAURP
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Building Your Toolkit
• Quality professionals

• Analysts
• Associates
• Auditors
• Inspectors
• Quality engineers
• Quality managers
• Specialists
• Technician 

• Salary
• Any level of training => +$17K
• Master Black Belt $25.7K more than Black Belts



MARKET YOURSELF TO BE AT LEAST ONE STEP HIGHER 
THAN YOUR COMPETITOR

• Dr. Clemens Scott Kruse
• MBA, MSIT, MHA, PhD
• SSGB, CPHIMSS, FACHE, Security +, MCSE
• Assistant Professor, School of Health Administration

QUESTIONS?



THE CREDIT BELONGS TO THE MAN WHO IS ACTUALLY IN THE 
ARENA, WHOSE FACE IS MARRED BY DUST AND SWEAT AND 
BLOOD; WHO STRIVES VALIANTLY; WHO ERRS, WHO COMES 
SHORT AGAIN AND AGAIN, BECAUSE THERE IS NO EFFORT 
WITHOUT ERROR AND SHORTCOMING; BUT WHO DOES 
ACTUALLY STRIVE TO DO THE DEEDS; WHO KNOWS GREAT 
ENTHUSIASMS, THE GREAT DEVOTIONS; WHO SPENDS HIMSELF 
IN A WORTHY CAUSE; WHO AT THE BEST KNOWS IN THE END 
THE TRIUMPH OF HIGH ACHIEVEMENT, AND WHO AT THE 
WORST, IF HE FAILS, AT LEAST FAILS WHILE DARING GREATLY, 
SO THAT HIS PLACE SHALL NEVER BE WITH THOSE COLD AND 
TIMID SOULS WHO NEITHER KNOW VICTORY NOR DEFEAT. –
THEODORE ROOSEVELT

Mt Baldy
6/27/2015



Ichiro Suzuki in Baseball
“In baseball, even the best hitters fail seven of ten times and of those seven failures, 
there are different reasons why”. Ichiro was referring to a time-honored measure of 
success in baseball, the .300 batting average. Ichiro has batted over .300 every year 
he’s been in the American major league. Between Japan and the U.S., he could 
retire with over 4,000 hits, a plateau only two before him (Cobb and Rose) have 
reached.

Mt Baldy
6/27/2015



Wayne Gretzky in Hockey
“You miss a hundred percent of the shots you don’t take.” The Great One’s career 
shot percentage was a mere 17.6%; to put it another way, he missed over 82% of the 
time. Why is he one of the examples of quality then? Gretzky holds every single-
season and career scoring record in the history of the National Hockey League. Just 
goes to show that you don’t get anywhere by standing around and waiting for 
something to happen

Mt Baldy
6/27/2015



Archie Moore in Boxing
“If I don’t get off the mat, I’ll lose the fight.” In 234 recorded boxing matches over a 
span of 30 years, the Old Mongoose won nearly 200, 145 by knockout! He also failed 
to win more than 30 of his matches. Mr. Moore even won a light-heavyweight match 
at age 50! Archie Moore is one of the examples of quality because he personified 
dedication and dogged persistence, qualities that separate winners from also-rans in 
business, too.

Mt Baldy
6/27/2015
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